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PJM signed on with a large
northern New Jersey medical
building to replace an old,
malfunctioning rooftop cooling
tower. An important scheduling
factor was the owner’s stipulation
that work be completed with no
interruption to operations. The
Friday after Thanksgiving was
selected as the ideal time to
complete the project.

Meticulous preparation went into
planning the installation.
Inspections were conducted to
verify fit and attachment of the
new steel frame and cooling tower
in a tight, recessed area on the
7-story building’s rooftop. The
new unit was ordered in ample
time to arrive by the installation
date, and structural steel,
vibration isolators, prefabricated
piping and fittings, and insulation

were prepared, loaded and readied for installation prior to the holiday.

A PJM work crew arrived bright and early on Friday to begin removal of
the existing steel frame, cooling tower and piping. A 300-ton hydraulic
crane was positioned on an adjacent street where city police provided
traffic control. Once the old equipment and related debris had been
rigged from the rooftop,
the new steel frame,
cooling tower and
prefabricated piping were
safely hoisted into place
and installed. Additional
work necessary to
complete the job, including
insulation and electrical work, was performed on Saturday, and the new
tower was fully-operational in time for business on Monday morning.

Thanksgiving Weekend Cooling Tower Quick-Changeout
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Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft and billionaire philanthropist, is on a mission. With
water, sanitation and hygiene facilities that are either unsafe or nonexistent for more
than 4.5 billion people around the world, one of the top priorities of the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation is the creation of innovative technologies and systems that are
practical, cost-effective, and replicable on a large scale. In November 2018, the private

foundation hosted the
Reinvented Toilet Expo in
Beijing, where 20
pioneering designs were
showcased.

The Reinvent the Toilet
Challenge awards research
grants to create a toilet that
removes germs from
human waste, recovers
valuable resources,
operates off the grid
without connections to
water, sewer or electrical,
costs less than $0.05 per
user per day, and promotes
profitable and sustainable

businesses in poor, urban settings. The Expo introduced new technologies described
by Gates as “the most significant advances in sanitation in nearly 200 years”.

One of the top designs by CalTech is a toilet that integrates a solar-powered
electrochemical reactor to break down human waste into fertilizer and hydrogen,
which can be stored in fuel cells as energy. Cranfield University’s Nano Membrane
toilet uses a series of gears,
screws, and a squeegee to
“flush” solid waste to a
holding tank where it is
converted into dry pellets and
deposited into a combustion
chamber, and urine is purified
and can be used for outdoor
irrigation and cleaning
purposes. Watch a video of
the Cranfield design in action
here.

Annually, the reinvented toilet is expected to save $233 billion in costs linked to
waterborne illnesses and prevent 500,000 infant deaths. The World Health
Organization estimates that every dollar invested in sanitation yields about $5.50 in
global economic returns, and the reinvented toilet market could generate as much
as $6B worldwide by 2030, according to Gates.
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No Hot Water Call - A customer called when
three high-efficiency condensing hot water
heaters kept tripping out and shutting
down. The LCD screen alerted indicated a
condensate problem from the heaters to a
condensate pump. Debris had built up over
time, affecting the exhaust static pressure
switch. Our plumber re-piped the conden-
sate properly so facility maintenance staff
could easily empty it out quarterly and
avoid future shutdowns.
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Freeze Stat Mystery Solved - A new client
called PJM with recurring freeze stat
tripping problems on multiple 100% OA
units during single-digit weather. PJM
performed a temperature profile and noted
that the preheat coils had air bypass around
the outside of the coils. Also, the lower
heating coil had less flow than the upper,
causing stratification. The gaps were sealed
with caulk and control valve sequence was
changed to provide greater flow at lower
temps.

Bill Gates Wants to Save the World by
Reinventing the Toilet

Cranfield University’s Nano Membrane design

https://youtu.be/fXySlyJgVPc
https://youtu.be/fXySlyJgVPc
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PJM Design/Build Team Takes on Urgent Lab Exhaust Project
A food and beverage company reached out to PJM recently with
a pressing problem on a lab renovation project. Various
equipment that had been ordered for several new laboratories on
the premises called for specific exhaust systems that needed to
be installed before the new equipment could go in. Delivery was
expected soon and time was running short, so PJM’s design/build
team and fabrication shop sprang to action.

Following a meeting with the client and thorough review of the
lab equipment exhaust specifications, new exhaust fans were
selected and ordered for expedited delivery. Our sheet metal
shop went to work on fabricating custom stainless-steel ductwork
and specialty fittings. Within six weeks, our D/B team had the
new exhaust fans and ductwork fully installed.

Following installation of the new laboratory equipment, PJM
started up and verified the new exhaust systems and readied
them for commissioning. The laboratories were rebalanced to
maintain the newly-required negative .05 in./WC static pressure to the surrounding corridors. Smoke pencils and video were
utilized to validate the exhaust was working properly and had the capture velocity required. The tight deadline was met and the
client was satisfied.

Hard water is high in dissolved minerals, mainly calcium and magnesium.
Though hard water does not pose a health risk, it can form hard scale

deposits that can build up on piping, heat exchangers, cooling towers, water
heaters, boilers, and steam-related equipment.  These deposits result in costly
repairs, premature equipment and fixture failure, reduced efficiency, and
increased energy consumption. Hard water minerals can also impede soap
and detergent performance and reduce the service life of linens and other
laundry in health care facilities and hotels.

In the U.S., hardness is is classified by parts per million (ppm) of dissolved
minerals in a volume of water. Water can be tested with a simple test kit, or
the local water utility can advise as to the hardness of the water supply. If
water is deemed hard or very hard, water softening equipment should be
considered to prevent scale deposits.

 The two most widely used types of water softening systems are ion exchange
(IX) and reverse osmosis (RO), and each has its advantages and disadvantages
depending on the application.  An IX system reduces hardness by replacing
magnesium and calcium with sodium or potassium ions.  RO systems force

water through a semi-permeable membrane that filters out dissolved minerals, organics and other particles.  If dissolved minerals
levels are particularly high, an RO system may be more economical due to the increased amount of chemicals that would be
required in an IX system.  RO creates more waste water than IX (20-50% vs. 4%), though it may still be suitable for a secondary use
such as cooling.  IX systems produce a higher quality of water and are not subject to sudden failure, whereas a ruptured RO
membrane would require immediate plant shutdown.

Effects of Hard Water & How to Choose a Softener: IX vs. RO


